The Impact of Cyber Attacks on
Critical Infrastructure
Attacks are real…

67%
of companies with critical
infrastructure suffered at least
one attack in the past 12 months.1

78%

79,790
across
61

security incidents
per company
countries in 2014.2

expect a successful exploit of
their ICS/SCADA systems within
the next two years.1

ICS-CERT
66%

strongly encourages taking immediate defensive action
to secure ICS by using defense-in-depth principles.

Why companies need and
trust GE Digital for their
OT cyber security needs

That’s why the ICS security
market is projected to grow.

of organizations are
not ready to address
security issues for OT.3
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Revenue growth for Wurldtech, now part of GE Digital.

Utilities statistics
91% of power generation

38% of reported attacks are against power and water

organizations have
experienced a cyber attack5

79 energy

14 water

incidents were
reported6

159 vulnerabilities

incidents were
reported6

reported, with most of them impacting
systems used in the energy sector6

Oil & gas statistics
31% of boards

25% NIST have

84% year-over-

review current
security risks7

adopted the voluntary NIST
Cybersecurity Framework7

40%

of
respondents
have an incident
response plan
in place in case
disaster strikes8

year growth, current
employees as source of
security incidents7

108%

29%

yearover-year growth,
foreign nationstates as source of
security incidents7

have no
real-time insight into
cyber threats9

61% believe it’s unlikely

51% have not deployed

they would be able to detect
a sophisticated attack9

5,500:

technology to detect or prevent
advanced persistent threats9

average number of cyber security incidents
per oil & gas respondent in 20147

We understand industrial security
Our clients are:

5

of the top
oil & gas
companies
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It’s time to become a digital industrial company.
To learn more about how our solutions and services can benefit your operations
visit www.ge.com/digital or call 1-855-YOUR1GE / 1-855-968-7143.

About GE Digital
GE Digital connects streams of machine and process data to powerful analytics and people, providing industrial companies with valuable insights to
manage assets and operations more efficiently. World-class talent and software capabilities help drive digital industrial transformation for big gains
in productivity, availability and longevity. It leverages Predix, the cloud-based operating system, purpose built for the unique needs of industry.
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